ISSUE OF CONSTRUCTION CONSENTS

FORM 1- DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED

Below is a synopsis of the required documents/information that must be submitted in support of an application for Construction Consent. Full details can be obtained in Section 2.6 of the Roads Development Guide. The developer/applicant/agent should utilise Form CC9 – Construction Consent checklist (available within the Roads-Construction Consent Advice Section at https://www.north-ayrshire.gov.uk/roads-and-travel/road-construction-consent.aspx) when applying for Construction Consent approval.

The following must be submitted, where required, to enable a Construction Consent application to be registered. Failure to provide this information will result in the application not being registered or assessed in detail:-

1. The correct CC1 Form used and duly completed correctly.
2. The correct CC2 Form used and duly completed correctly (if required).
3. The correct CC3 Form used and duly completed correctly (if required).
4. The correct CC5 Form used and duly completed correctly (if required).
5. A location plan.
6. A layout plan.
7. A longitudinal section.
8. Typical cross sections.
9. All drawings docqueted, dated and signed.
10. A safety audit (where required).
11. A factual ground investigation report including interpretative report.
12. Street lighting drawings and design calculations.
13. Report from the Coal Authority/Mining Consultant.
15. Structural design calculations (where required).